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In this paper, we study the global existence of BV solutions for compressible
Euler equations with spherical symmetry and damping, using Glimm’s scheme. The
key point to consider is the combination of the geometric effects due to the spheri-
cal symmetry and the effects of the frictional damping on the total variation of the
solutions. By measuring the strength of the waves by r-s, where (r, s) are the Riemann
invariants, we construct a function which leads to the boundedness of the BV norm
of the corresponding approximate solutions.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider the Euler equations in Rn with damping,
\t+{ } (\u )=0
(1.1)
(\u )t+{ } (\u u + p(\))=&:\u
The system (1.1) governs the motion of compressible isentropic flow with
media exerting forces. In this context, \, u , and p stand for the density,
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velocity, and pressure, respectively, while :>0 is the friction constant, and
the equation of state is given by p=a2\# with positive constants a and #.
The one-dimensional case of the Cauchy problem of (1.1) has been
extensively studied by many authors (cf. [2, 4, 5]). In [4, 5], the globlal
existence and the large time behavior of the smooth solutions were
investigated by assuming that the initial data are sufficiently smooth and
that the derivatives of the initial data are small. If this assumption is
violated, the solutions eventually will develop discontinuities in general;
hence it is necessary to consider the weak solutions. In [2], the global
existence of BV solutions of the Cauchy problem of (1.1) in one dimension
was proved by using a fractional step version of Glimm’s scheme, by
assuming the end states at x=\ to be the same. This assumption
enables one to get an L1-estiamtes to overcome the difficulty caused by a
nonlocal source term, which appears when one redistributes the damping
between the two equations so that the one dimensional version of (1.1) can
be transformed into the framework of the completely dissipative system
studied in [2] (details can be found in [2, 3]). The existence of the global
weak solution to an initial boundary problem to the nonlinear water-
hammer problem was proved in [7] with some restrictions on the total
variation of the initial and boundary data. It is interesting to study the
problem of (1.1) in the multidimensional case. However, for the high
dimensional case, besides the local classical solutions obtained in [8], it is
quite difficult to investigate the global existence of weak solutions. To
provide some insights into multidimensional wave propagation, we con-
sider the spherically symmetrical solution of (1.1).
There is some literature concerning the global existence of the weak solu-
tions with the spherical symmetry for (1.1) without damping (i.e. :=0).
The global existence of the weak L spherical symmetry solution of (1.1)
without damping was studied in [1] by using the compensated compact-
ness method. It would also be important to have a solution in the space BV
of functions of bounded variation, because in that context one may identify
waves and study their interaction. The global existence of BV solutions of
(1.1) without damping has only been obtained when #=1 under the
assumption of spherical symmetry [9], with which (1.1) becomes an one-
dimensional problem, which can be transformed into Lagrangian coor-
dinates, and thus the problem becomes the p-system with a source term.
There is an upper bound of the total variation of this source term, which
is crucial to the analysis in [9]. The uniform bounds on the L and the
total variation of the solutions have been obtained by Yang in [13, 14] for
an ideal model problem, using a functional integral aproach to sum the
contributions of the reflected waves that correspond to each path through
the solution. In this paper, we will extend the result of [9] to the case when
damping appears. We must consider here the combination of the two
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effects: the geometrical effects due to the the spherial symmetry and the
frictional damping. We will prove the global existence of a BV solution
with spherical symmetry for (1.1) when #=1 by constructing a Glimm’s
functional with an appropriate measure for the wave strengths.
We look for solutions of the form
\=\(t, |x| ), u =
x
|x|
} u(t, |x| ). (1.2)
By denoting r=|x|, (1.1) becomes
\t+
1
rn&1
(rn&1\u)r=0,
(1.3)
\(ut+uur)+ p(\)r=&:\u.
Since rn&1\ is an appropriate quantity to measure density, we let
rn&1\=\~ . Then (1.3) can be rewritten as
\~ t+(\~ u)r=0,
(1.4)
ut+uur+
a2#\~ r
\~ 2&#r(n&1)(#&1)
=
a2#(n&1)\~ #&1
rn } r(n&1)(#&2)
&:u.
To consider the problem in Lagragian coordinates, we let
{=t, !=|
r
1
\~ (t, s)ds. (1.5)
Then !>0 as long as \~ >0 for r>1, and (1.4) becomes
\~ {+\~ 2u!=0,
(1.6)
u{+
a2#\~ !
\~ 1&#r(n&1)(#&1)
=
a2#(n&1)\~ #&1
rnr(n&1)(#&2)
&:u.
As discussed in [9], system (1.6) can be studied by using Glimm’s scheme
without further modification only when #=1, otherwise the left hand side
of the system is no longer conservative. By letting v=1\~ , (1.6) becomes
vt&ux=0,
(1.7)
ut+\a
2
v +x=
k
1+x0 v(t, !) d!
&:u,
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where k=a2(n&1) and we have used the inverse transformation of (1.5),
i.e.
t={, r=1+|
x
0
v(!, t) d!.
We consider the following initial-boundary value problem, i.e., (1.7) with
u(x, 0)=u0(x), v(x, 0)=v0(x), x>0,
(1.8)
u(0, t)=0, t>0.
For simplicity, we take the frictional coefficient :=1.
To place our problem in perspective, let us consider the more general
system of one-dimensional space variable x,
Ut+F(U )x=G(x, U), (1.9)
with U # RM and the matrix DF(u) has real, distinct, nonzero eigenvalues.
In general, the presence of inhomogeneities distorts the pattern of
elementary wave interactions and induces amplification of waves as a result
of which TVxU(x, t) will generally increase with t and will thus eventually
leave the range of applicability of Glimm’s scheme. However, when the
inhomogenous terms have some geometrical or physical effects, one may
expect the global existence of BV solutions by illustrating these effects on
the total varation of the solutions. In fact, Liu [6] proved the global exist-
ence of BV solutions for the Cauchy problem of (1.9) when the L1-norm of
G(x, U ) and GU (x, U ) are small. Under such circumstances the bulk of
waves will eventually move far away from the origin because the eigen-
values are nonzero. Thus, to discuss this case one should consider the
global wave pattern, tracking the waves all the way back to their origins
at t=0 as shown in [6]. In [3], Dafermos and Hsiao consider the com-
pletely dissipative source term G(x, U ), its effect attenuating exponentially
the total variation of the solutions, and thus the global existence of the BV
solution was proved. However, the system (1.7) does not enter these two
frameworks. The special structure of the system and the inhomogenous
terms enable us to use the fractional step version of Glimm’s scheme to get
the global existence of the BV solutions.
2. THE DIFFERENCE SCHEME
We now introduce the modified Glimm’s scheme developed in [9] and
[3]. In order to reflect the effects of spherical symmetry and damping, we
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modify the approximate solutions at each time step t=nh, n # N. For
l, h>0, let
Y=[(n, m) : n=1, 2, 3, ..., m=1, 3, 5, ...],
(2.1)
A= ‘
(m, n) # Y
[[nh]_((m&1)l, (m+1)l)],
where lh will be determined later. Choose a point [anm] # A at random,
and write anm=(nh, cnm). For n=0, we put c0m=ml. We denote
approximate solutions by ul and vl. Mesh lengths l and h are chosen so
that lh>a(infvl). For any given T>0, we will show later there exists a
$(T )>0 such that infR_[0, T] vl$(T )>0.
For 0t<h, mlx<(m+2)l, m is odd, we define
ul(t, x)=ul0 (t, x)+U
l(t, x) t,
(2.2)
vl(t, x)=vl0 (t, x),
where ul0 and v
l
0 are the solutions of
{
vt&ux=0,
(2.3)
ut+\a
2
v +x=0,
with initial data
ul0 (0, x)={u0 (ml),u0 ((m+2)l),
x<(m+1)l
x>(m+1)l,
(2.4)
vl0 (0, x)={v0(ml),v0 ((m+2)l),
x<(m+1)l,
x>(m+1)l,
(2.5)
and
Ul (t, x)=
k
1+ (m+1)2j=1 v0 ((2j&1)l) 2l
. (2.6)
For 0t<h, 0x<l, we define ul and vl by (2.2) where ul0 and v
l
0 are
the solutions of (2.3) with initial and boundary data
ul0 (0, x)=u0 (l), v
l
0 (0, x)=v0 (l), x>0, (2.7)
u(t, 0)=0, t>0, (2.8)
and
Ul (t, x)=k. (2.9)
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Suppose that ul and vl are defined for 0t<nh. For nht<(n+1)h,
mlx<(m+2)l, m is odd, we define
ul (t, x)=ul0 (t, x)+U
l (t, x)(t&nh) (2.10)
vl (t, x)=vl0 (t, x) (2.11)
where ul0 and v
l
0 are the solutions of (2.3) with the initial data (t=nh)
ul0 (nh, x)={(1&h) u
l (nh&0, cnm),
(1&h) ul (nh&0, cnm+2),
x<(m+1)l
x>(m+1)l,
vl0 (nh, x)={v
l (nh&0, cnm),
vl (nh&0, cnm+2),
x<(m+1)l,
x>(m+1)l,
and
Ul (t, x)=
k
1+ (m+1)2j=1 v
l (nh&0, cn 2j&1) 2l
. (2.12)
For nht<(n+1)h, 0x<l, we define ul and vl as (2.10) and (2.11)
with ul0 and v
l
0 are the solutions of (2.3) with initial boundary data
ul0 (nh, x)=(1&h) u
l (nh&0, cn1), vl0 (nh, x)=v
l (nh&0, cn1), x>0,
u(t, 0)=0, t>nh. (2.13)
3. BOUNDS FOR APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
System (1.7) is strictly hyperbolic, provided 0<v<, with the eigen-
values and Riemann invariants given by
*=&
a
v
, r=u+a log v,
(3.1)
+=
a
v
, s=u&a log v.
It is well-known (see [10]) that all shock curves in the (r, s)-plane are
independent of their starting points. The 1-shock wave curve S1 starting
from (r0 , s0) can be expressed in the form
s0&s= f (r0&r) for rr0 , (3.2)
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and the 2-shock wave curve S2 starting from (r0 , s0) can be expressed in
the form
r0&r= f (r0&r) for ss0 , (3.3)
where
0< f $(x)<1, f "(x)>0, for x>0, lim
x  
f $(x)=1,
f $(0)= f "(0)=0.
The 1-rarefaction wave curves R1 can be expressed in the form
s&s0=0, for rr0 , (3.4)
and the corresponding expression of the 2-rarefaction wave curves R2 is
r&r0=0, for ss0 . (3.5)
The Riemann solution of (2.3) with initial data
(v0 (x), u0 (x))={(v& , u&),(v+ , u+),
x<0
x>0,
(3.6)
with v+ , v&>0, is the building block of Glimm’s scheme. We first give
some lemmas for estimating the Riemann invariants.
Lemma 3.1. Let (u, v) be the solution of (2.3) and (3.6). It holds that
v(x, t)>0,
r(x, t)#r(u(x, t), v(x, t))r0#min(r(u+ , v+), r(u& , v&)), (3.7)
s(x, t)#s(u(x, t), v(x, t))s0#max(s(u+ , v+), s(u& , v&)).
Next, we consider (2.3) in [t0, x0] with the following initial bound-
ary conditions
u(x, 0)=u+0 , v(x, 0)=v
+
0 , for x>0, (3.8)
u(t, 0)=0, for t>0, (3.9)
with v+0 >0.
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Lemma 3.2. Let (u, v) be the solution of (2.3), (3.8) and (3.9), then
v(x, t)>0
r(x, t)#r(u(x, t), v(x, t))r(u+0 , v
+
0 ), (3.10)
s(x, t)#s(u(x, t), v(x, t))max(&r(u+0 , v
+
0 ), s(u
+
0 , v
+
0 )).
The above two lemmas were proved in [10]. Using these two lemmas,
we can obtain the following estimates.
Lemma 3.3. Let [ul, vl] be the approximate solutions constructed in
Section 2, and set r0=infx0 r(u0 (x), v0 (x)), s0=supx0 s(u0(x), v0 (x)).
Then for 0tT, 0<h<1, we have
inf
x>0
r(x, t)&sup
x>0
s(x, t)r0&max(&r0 , s0)&kT. (3.11)
Proof. According to our scheme, we have
rl0 (nh+, x)=(1&h) u
l (nh&0, cnm)+a log vl (nh&0, cnm)
=rl (nh&0, cnm)&
h
2
[rl (nh&0, cnm)+sl (nh&0, cnm)]
=\1&h2+ rl (nh&0, cnm)&
h
2
sl (nh&0, cnm),
0<x<l, ml<x<(m+1)l, m is odd
Similarly,
sl0 (nh+, x)=\1&h2+ sl (nh&0, cnm)&
h
2
rl (nh&0, cnm),
0<x<l, ml<x<(m+1)l, m is odd
It follows from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and the scheme that
inf
x>0
rl0 (nh+, x)
\1&h2+ infx>0 rl0((n&1)h+, x)
&
h
2 _max {supx>0 (sl0 ((n&1)h+, x), & infx>0 (rl0 ((n&1)h+, x)=+kh& ,
(3.12)
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sup
x>0
sl0 (nh+, x)
\1&h2+ [max[supx>0 sl0 ((n&1)h+, x), & infx>0 rl0 ((n&1)h+, x)]+kh]
&
h
2
inf
x>0
rl0 ((n&1)h+, x).
Hence
inf
x>0
rl0 (nh+, x)&sup
x>0
sl0 (nh+, x) (3.13)
 inf
x>0
rl0 ((n&1)h+, x)
&max[sup
x>0
sl0 ((n&1)h+, x), & inf
x>0
rl0 ((n&1)h+, x)]&kh.
Moreover, (3.12) leads to
inf
x>0
rl0 (nh+, x)&(& inf
x>0
rl0 (nh+, x))
=2 inf
x>0
rl0 (nh+, x)
(2&h) inf
x>0
rl0 ((n&1)h+, x) (3.14)
&h[max[sup
x>0
sl0 ((n&1)h+, x), & inf
x>0
rl0 ((n&1)h+, x)]]&kh.
Combining (3.13) with (3.14) and using the fact 0<h<1, we get
inf
x>0
rl0 (nh+, x)&max[sup
x>0
sl0 (nh+, x), & inf
x>0
rl0 (nh+, x)]
 inf
x>0
rl0 ((n&1)h+, x)
&max[sup
x>0
sl0 ((n&1)h+, x), & inf
x>0
rl0 ((n&1)h+, x)]&kh,
which gives us, due to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, that
inf
x>0
r(t, x)&max[sup
x>0
s(t, x), & inf
x>0
r(t, x)]
r0&max[s0 , &r0 ]&kT,
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for 0<x<, 0t<T. Hence
inf
x>0
r(t, x)&sup
x>0
s(t, x)r0&max[s0 , &r0 ]&kT, 0t<T. K
Let us consider Riemann problem (2.3) and (3.6). Suppose the two states
(u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2) are connected by R1 and S2 and u1<u2 . It is easy to
check that two states ((1&h) u1 , v1) and ((1&h) u2 , v2) can also be con-
nected by R1 and S2 if 0<h<1 (see lemma 3.6). In this case, one can
easily verify that the total wave strengths of the waves which connect the
states ((1&h) u1 , v1) and ((1&h) u2 , v2) will be greater than those of the
waves which connect the states (u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2) if one uses the absolute
value of the variation of the Riemann invariants in the shock wave to
measure the shock strength as in [912]. However, if we denote the wave
strength by |2(r&s)|=|2(2a log v)|, the absolute value of the variation of
2a log v accross the wave (2(2a log v) is a regular parametrization of the
wave curves (see [7])), then we can show (see Lemma 3.6) the total wave
strengths will not increase after changing the value of u at t=nh on
account of the effects of damping. In the following we will use this new
definition of the wave strength instead of that used in [912]. For the
Riemann problem (2.3) and (3.6), we use P(u& , v& , u+ , v+ ) to denote the
summation of the total strengths of 1-wave and 2-wave. The following
lemma will be used often in our analysis.
Lemma 3.5.
P(u1 , v1 , u3 , v3)P(u1 , v1 , u2 , v2)+P(u2 , v2 , u3 , v3), (3.16)
where u1 , u2 , and u3 are arbitrary constants, and v1 , v2 and v3 are arbitrary
positive constants.
Proof. The following two facts play a key role in the proof (see [10]).
(A) All shock wave curves in the same family have the same figure
in the (r, s)-plane, i.e., they are independent of the starting points.
(B) 2a log v is increasing along R1 , S2 curves and decreasing along
R2 , S1 curves.
Based on these two properties, it is easy to check that (3.16) holds in the
case when (u1 , v1) can be connected to (u2 , v2) only by a single wave, and
(u2 , v2) can be connected to (u3 , v3) also by a single wave respectively. For
example, suppose (u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2) are connected by S2 , while (u2 , v2)
and (u3 , v3) are connected by S1 , then (u1 , v1) and (u3 , v3) are connected
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by S1 and S2 . In this case, property A implies P(u1 , v1 , u3 , v3)=P(u1 , v1 ,
u2 , v2)+P(u2 , v2 , u3 , v3). If (u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2) are connected by R2 , while
(u2 , v2) and (u3 , v3) are connected by S1 , then (u1 , v1) and (u3 , v3) are
connected by S1 and R2 . Thus property B shows that P(u1 , v1 , u3 , v3)=
P(u1 , v1 , u2 , v2)+P(u2 , v2 , u3 , v3). The other cases can be verified
similarly. We consider the following cases for illustration.
(I) (u1 , v1) and (u3 , v3) can be connected by S1((u1 , v1), (u 1 , v 1)) and
S2((u 1 , v 1), (u3 , v3)) respectively.
Suppose (u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2) are connected by S1((u1 , v1), (u 1 , v 1)) and
S2((u 1 , v 1), (u2 , v2)) respectively, while (u2 , v2) and (u3 , v3) are connected
by S1((u2 , v2), (u 3 , v 3)) and S2((u 3 , v 3), (u3 , v3)) respectively (see Fig. 1).
We use S &12 (r0 , s0) to denote the set of all states which can be connected
by S2 on the left of (r0 , s0). These states can be expressed in the form
s&s0= f (r&r0), for rr0 , with
0< f $(x)<1, f "(x)>0, lim
x  
f $(x)=1 for x>0
f $(0)= f "(0)=0.
where f is the same as that in (3.2) and (3.3).
We can draw an S1 curve starting from (u 1 , v 1) and an S &12 curve
starting from (u 3 , v 3). Denote their intersection point by (u 2 , v 2) (see
FIGURE 1
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Fig. 1), then v 2v 1 due to the properties of function f. Based on the
arguments for the simple case, we get
|log v2&log v 1 |+|log v 3&log v2 |=|log v 2&log v 1 |+|log v 3&log v 2 |,
which, due to the property B, is
(log v2&log v 1)+(log v2&log v 3)=log v 1&log v 2+log v 3&log v 2 . (3.17)
Equation (3.17), together with the fact v 2v 1 , leads to
1
2a
P(u1 , v1 , u3 , v3)
=log v1&log v 1+log v3&log v 1
=log v1&log v 1+log v 1&log v 1+log v3&log v 3+log v 3&log v 1
log v1&log v 1+log v 1&log v 2+log v3&log v 3+log v 3&log v 2
=log v1&log v 1+log v2&log v 1+log v2&log v 3+log v 3&log v 3
=
1
2a
P(u1 , v1 , u2 , v2)+
1
2a
P(u2 , v2 , u3 , v3). (3.18)
The other cases, i.e.,
(a) (u1 , v1), (u2 , v2) are connected by S1S2 , (u2 , v2), (u3 , v3) are
connected by S1R2 ;
(b) (u1 , v1), (u2 , v2) are connected by S1R2 (or R1 S2), (u2 , v2),
(u3 , v3) are connected by S1S2 ;
(c) (u1 , v1), (u2 , v2) are connected by S1 R2 (or R1 S2) (u2 , v2),
(u3 , v3) are connected by S1R2 (or R1S2);
can be handled similarly.
(II) Suppose (u1 , v1) and (u3 , v3) can be connected by S1 and R2 .
Since property B gives P(u1 , v1 , u3 , v3)=log v1&log v3 , it is easy to
show that (3.16 ) holds for all these cases by checking all the possible posi-
tions of (u2 , v2) in the (r, s) plane.
The case (u1 , v1) and (u3 , v3) are connected by either R1 and S2 or
R1 and R2 and can be handled similarly. This completes the proof of
Lemma 3.5. K
The following lemma shows that the total wave strengths will not
increase after we change the values of u in the scheme on account of the
effects of damping.
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Lemma 3.6. If 0h<1, then
P((1&h) u1 , v1 , (1&h) u2 , v2 )P(u1 , v1 , u2 , v2), (3.19)
for any constants u1 , u2 and any positive constants v1 , v2 .
Proof. The proof of this lemma is also based on properties A and B.
For illustration, we consider the following cases.
(I) (u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2) are connected by S1 and S2 .
In this case, u1u2 , for which there are three subcases: (1) u1u20,
(2) u10u2 , (3) 0u1u2 . We discuss the first case for illustration (see
Fig. 2).
We take a point B in the straight line v=v1 such that |BC|=|DE| in
Fig. 2. The point B is (u=u1&h(u1&u2), v=v1). It follows from property
A that
P((1&h) u1 , v1 , (1&h) u2 , v2)=P(u1&h(u1&u2), v1 , u2&h, v2)
P(u1 , v1 , u2 , v2).
The above inequality also holds for cases 2 and 3 by using a similar
argument.
(II) (u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2) can be connected by R1 and S2 . There are
two subcases.
FIGURE 2
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Case 1. u1>u2 .
We show that (u1&h(u1&u2), v1) and (u2 , v2) must be connected by R1
and S2 (see Fig. 3).
In fact, since
s(u1&h(u1&u2), v1 )=u1&h(u1&u2)&a log v1 ,
s(u2 , v2 )=u2&a log v2 .
Property B implies v1<v2 , which, together with the fact u1>u2 , gives
s(u1&h(u1&u2), v1)>s(u2 , v2) for 0h<1. This proves our assertion.
It follows from properties A and B, with a similar argument as used for
the case of S1S2 ,
P((1&h) u1 , v1 , (1&h) u2 , v2 )=P(u1&h(u1&u2), v1 , u2 , v2 )
=2a(log v2&log v1 )
=P(u1 , v1 , u2 , v2).
Case 2. u1<u2 .
This case can be handled with a similar argument as used for the case
u1>u2 .
(III) The case when (u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2) are connected by S1 , R2 is
similar to the case when they are connected by R1 and S2 .
(IV) Now, we consider the case when (u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2) are con-
nected by R1 and R2 . Here we have u1u2 . Suppose (u1 , v1) and (u2 , v2)
FIGURE 3
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are connected by R1((u1 , v1), (u$1 , v$1)) and R2((u$1 , v$1 , u2 , v2)). According
to the above discussion, we have
P((1&h) u1 , v1 , (1&h) u2 , v2)=P(u1 , v1 , u2&h(u2&u1), v2)
since u1u2 . We consider the Riemann problem with data of two
states (u1 , v1) and (u2&h(u2&u1), v2). We claim that (u1 , v1) and
(u2&h(u2&u1), v2) can not be connected by S1S2 . In fact, since (u1 , v1)
and (u2 , v2) are connected by R1R2 , we have
r(u2 , v2)=u2+2a log v2u1+2a log v1=r(u1 , v1), (3.20)
and
s(u2 , v2)=u2&2a log v2u1&2a log v1=s(u1 , v1), (3.21)
which implies
u2&u12a |log v2&log v1 |. (3.22)
If (u1 , v1) and (u2&h(u2&u1), v2) can be connected by S1S2 , then
r(u2&h(u2&u1), v2)<r(u1 , v1) and s(u2&h(u2&u1), v2)<s(u1 , v1), which
leads to a contradiction to (3.22) since 0<h<1. Thus, we only need to dis-
cuss the following two subcases.
Case 1. (u1 , v1) and (u2&h(u2&u1), v2) can be connected by
R1(u1 , v1 , u 1 , v 1) and R2(u 1 , v 1 , u2&h(u2&u1), v2) (see Fig. 4).
FIGURE 4
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In this case, we have v$1v 1 . Therefore,
P((1&h) u1 , v1 , (1&h) u2 , v2 )=P(u1 , v1 , u2&h(u2&u1 , v2))
=2a(log v 1&log v1 )+2a(log v 1&log v2 )
2a(log v$1&log v1 )+2a(log v$1&log v2 )
=P(u1 , v1 , u2 , v2).
Case 2. (u1 , v1) and (u2&h(u2&u1), v2) can be connected by R1S2 (see
Fig. 5).
In this case, we have v$1v2 and thus
P((1&h) u1 , v1 , (1&h) u2 , v2 )= p(u1 , v1 , u2&h(u2&u1), v2 )
=2a(log v2&log v1 )
2a(log v$1&log v1 )
2a(log v$1&log v1 )+2a(log v$1&log v2 )
=P(u1 , v1 , u2 , v2).
This completes the proof of the Lemma.
Denote by i n\0 the straight line segments joining the point (0, (n\
1
2) h)
and a1n . Let F(i n\0 ) be all of the wave strenghs on i
n\
0 , then we also have
the following lemma.
FIGURE 5
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Lemma 3.7. If 0h<1,
F(i n+0 )F(i
n&
0 ). (3.23)
Proof. Let us denote all of the wave strenghs on i n\0 by F (i
n+
0 ) when
we use the initial data
ul0 (nh, x)=u
l(nh&0, cn1),
vl0 (nh, x)=v
l(nh&0, cn1)
instead of the initial data given in (2.13). Then we have
F (i n+0 )F(i
n&
0 ).
(see [9]). Therefore, we only need to show that
F(i n+0 )F (i
n+
0 ).
We consider the initial boundary value problem
(2.3)
{u(x, 0), v(x, 0))=(u+, v+), x>0u(0, t)=0.
Denote Q(u+, v+) the wave strengh of 2-wave. If u+>0, we can find two
states (u=0, v=v1) and (u=0, v=v2) such that (0, v1) and (u+, v+) can
be connected by R2 , while (0, v2) and ((1&h) u+, v+ ) can be connected
also by R2 (see Fig. 6).
FIGURE 6
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Therefore,
r(u+, v+)=u++a log v+ =r(0, v1)=a log v1 ,
and
r((1&h)u+, v+)=(1&h) u++a log v+=r(0, v2)=a log v2 .
This implies v1v2 , because u+>0 and 0<h<1. Hence
Q(u+, v+)=2a(log v1&log v+)
2a(log v2&log v+)
=Q((1&h) u+, v+).
If u+<0, we can find two states (u=0, v=v3) and (u=0, v=v4) such that
((0, v3), (u+, v+)) and ((0, v4), ((1&h) u+, v+)) can be connected by S2
(see Fig. 7).
It follows from (3.3) that
a log v3&u+&a log v+= f (&a log v3&u++a log v+),
and
a log v4&(1&h)u+&a log v+= f (&a log v4&(1&h)u++a log v+).
The mean value theorem implies
a(log v4&log v3)+hu+= f $(%)(&a(log v4&log v3)+hu+),
i.e.,
a(1+ f $(%))(log v4&log v3)=hu+( f $(%)&1).
Thus
log v4&log v3>0,
where we have used the facts of 0< f $(%)<1 and u+<0. Hence
Q(u+, v+)=2a(log v+&log v3)
2a(log v+&log v4)
=Q((1&h) u+, v+).
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FIGURE 7
If u+=0. we have
Q(u+, v+)=0=Q((1&h) u+, v+).
So (3.24) is always true, and this completes the proof of Lemma 3.7. K
Now we denote
z1=[l&0, l+0, 3l&0, ..., (2m&1)l&0, (2m+1)l+0, ...]
z2=[2l, 4l, 6l, ..., 2ml, ...].
Let z(n)=z1 _ z2 _ [cnm] and line up the elements zn, i of z(n) so that
zn, izn, i+1 (we regard (2m&1)l&0<(2m&1)l+0 for m # N ). Let
F(nh&0, ul, vl)
= 12F(i
n&
0 )+ :
zn, i # z(n)
P(ul(nh&0, zn, i), vl(nh&0, zn, i),
ul(nh&0, zn, i+1 , vl(nh&0, zn, i+1)),
F(nh+0, ul, vl)
= 12F(i
n+1
0 )+ :
m : odd
P(ul(anm), vl(anm), ul(an m+2)), vl(an m+2)).
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Using Lemmas 3.53.7, we get
F((n+1) h+0, ul, vl)F((n+1) h&0, ul, vl).
The following equality is obvious from the definition of F, ul and vl,
F((n+1) h&0, u l0 , v
l
0 )=F(nh+0, u
l, vl ) .
We also have
F((n+1) h&0, ul, vl )
=F((n+1) h&0, u l0 , v
l
0 )
+ :
m : odd
P(ul((n+1) h&0, ml&0), vl((n+1) h&0, ml&0),
ul((n+1) h&0, ml+0), vl((n+1) h&0, ml+0)) .
The last term can be estimated as follows.
Lemma 3.8.
P(ul((n+1) h&0, ml&0), vl((n+1) h&0, ml&0),
ul((n+1) h&0, ml+0), vl((n+1) h&0, ml+0))
2h[Ul(nh, (m&1)l)&U l(nh, (m+1)l)] , m : odd. (3.25)
Proof. From the definition of the approximate solution, we have
ul((n+1) h&0, ml&0)=ul0 +(nh, ml)+U
l(nh, (m&1)l) h,
ul((n+1) h&0, ml+0)=ul0 (nh, ml)+U
l(nh, (m+1)l) h,
vl((n+1) h&0, ml&0)=vl((n+1) h&0, ml+0)=vl0 (nh, ml).
It is obvious that
Ul(nh, (m+1)l)Ul(nh, (m&1)l).
So
(ul((n+1) h&0, ml&0), vl((n+1) h&0, ml&0))==: (u1 , v)
and
(ul((n+1) h&0, ml+0), vl((n+1) h&0, ml+0))==: (u2 , v)
can be connected by S1 and S2 since u1u2 (see Fig. 8).
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FIGURE 8
Let us denote (2r1 , 2s1), (2r2 , 2s2) the variation of the Riemann
invariants across S1 and S2 . Hence
2r1=u +a log v &u1&a log v2 ,
2s1=u &a log v &u1+a log v2 ,
2r2=u2+a log v&u &a log v ,
2s2=u2&a log v&u +a log v .
Thus
|2r1&2s1 |=|2r2&2s2 |,
which gives
P(u1 , v, u2 , v)=|2r1&2s1 |+|2r2&2s2 |=2(|2r1&2s1 | ) .
On the other hand, since u is decreasing along S1 and S2 , we have
|2r1 |+|2s1 |+|2r2 |+|2s2 |=|2u|=u1&u2
=h_[U l(nh, (m&1)l)&U l(nh, (m+1)l)].
(3.26) follows from the above argument.
Using Lemma 3.8, it is easy to show
F((n+1) h&0, ul, vl)&F((n+1) h&0, ul0 , v
l
0 )
2h :
m : odd
[Ul(nh, (m&1)l)&Ul(nh, (m+1)l)]
2kh.
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Hence
F((n+1) h+0, ul, vl)F(nh+0, ul, vl)+2kh.
Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9.
F(nh+0, ul, vl)F(+0, ul, vl)+2KT#F0+2KT. (3.26)
The same argument as used in [9] leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. For any T>0, the total variation of ul and vl is bounded
uniformly for h and [cmn]. The upper bound and lower bound of ul and vl,
especially the positive lower bound of vl, are also uniformly bounded. Also,
the following L1loc -equicontinuity holds,
|
x2
x1
|ul(t2 , x)&ul(t1 , x)|+|vl(t2 , x)&vl(t1 , x)| dx
M( |t2&t1 |+h) , 0t1 , t2<T, [x1 , x2]/[0, ),
where M depends on T, x1 and x2 , but not on l and h.
Based on Theorem 3.1 and the standard argument for compactness, we
have the following main theorem. For brevity of the paper, we omit the
details of the proof, which can be found in [9].
Theorem 3.2. Suppose u0(x), v0(x) # BV(R+), and v0(x)$0>0 for all
x>0, where $0 is a positive constant. Then the initial boundary value
problem (1.7), (1.8) has a global BV solution, such that
u, v # L(0, T; BV(R+)) , Lip([0, T]; L1loc(R+))
for any T>0.
Remark 1. The above method can be applied to the Cauchy problem
when the dimension of space is one. For this case, a uniform bound for the
BV solutions can be proved.
Remark 2. The above results can be generalized to other boundary con-
ditions, i.e., u(0, t)=u1(t), as long as u1(t) # BV(R+), cf. [10] and [14].
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